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Abstract. Understanding the alterations in spatial-temporal water level dynamics caused by natu-

ral and anthropogenic changes is essential for water resources management in estuaries, as this can

directly impact the estuarine morphology, sediment transport, salinity intrusion, navigation condi-

tions, and other factors. Here, we propose a simple triple linear regression model linking the water

level variation on a daily timescale to the hydrodynamics at both ends of an estuary. The model was5

applied to the Yangtze River estuary (YRE) for examining the influence of the world’s largest dam,

the Three Gorges Dam (TGD), on the spatial-temporal water level dynamics within the estuary. It

is shown that the regression model can accurately reproduce the water level dynamics in the YRE,

with a root mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.063-0.151 m seen at five gauging stations for both the

pre- and post-TGD periods. This confirms the hypothesis that the response of water level dynamics10

to hydrodynamics at both ends is mostly linear in the YRE. The regression model calibrated during

the pre-TGD period was used to reconstruct the water level dynamics that would have occurred in

absence of the TGD’s freshwater regulation. Results show that the spatial-temporal alterations in

water levels during the post-TGD period are mainly driven by the variation in freshwater discharge

due to the regulation of the TGD, which results in increased discharge during the dry season (from15

December to March) and a dramatic reduction in discharge during the wet-to-dry transitional pe-

riod. The presented method to quantify the separate contributions made by changes in boundary

conditions and geometry on spatial-temporal water level dynamics is particularly useful for deter-
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mining scientific strategies for sustainable water resources management in dam-controlled estuaries

worldwide.20

1 Introduction

Water level is an important factor affecting estuarine environments as they influence hydrological,

ecological, and biogeochemical processes in many ways (such as flood control, water quality, car-

bons and nutrients cycles). It has previously been demonstrated that water level dynamics are mainly

controlled by river flow alteration in the catchment and tidal variation near the estuary mouth, re-25

sulting in a positive surface water level gradient along the estuary axis in the landward direction

(Buschman et al., 2009; Sassi and Hoitink, 2013). However, the relationship between water level

dynamics and hydrodynamics at both ends of an estuary may be impacted by anthropogenic inter-

ventions (such as dam construction, channel dredging, or land reclamation). Hence, quantifying the

water level dynamics in artificially modified environments is essential for understanding hydrologi-30

cal regime shifts and improving the sustainable management of water resources in estuaries.

Water level dynamics in estuaries are nonstationary since they are subject to nonlinear interac-

tions with the barotropic tide that can be modified by channel geometry, bottom friction, and river

discharge. This nonlinear relationship can be approximated by the balance between tidally aver-

aged residual water level slope and bottom friction. As a consequence, the water level dynamics35

can be expressed by analytical solutions of the one-dimensional St. Venant equations, provided that

adequate information (tidal forcing at the estuary mouth, river discharge at the upstream end, and

simplified channel geometry) is available (e.g., Cai et al., 2014a,b, 2016, 2019a). However, ana-

lytical solutions can only capture the first-order hydrodynamics due to the fact that they usually

require simplifications of the topography (e.g., rectangular or exponential cross-sections) and flow40

characteristics (e.g., small Froude number, predominant M2 tide). Alternatively, enhanced harmonic

analysis considering nonlinear and nonstationary tide-river interactions have been introduced to re-

produce the spatial-temporal water level dynamics in estuaries with substantial freshwater discharge

(e.g., Matte et al., 2013, 2014; Pan et al., 2018a,b; Gan et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2020). Despite their

ability to predict water levels on a finer temporal scale (e.g., hourly), these methods suggest that45

water level dynamics in estuaries are highly nonlinear and nonstationary. In this study, we show that

when the dynamics are examined at a coarser temporal resolution (e.g., daily averaged), the water

level dynamics in some river estuaries may display a regular and predictable pattern which can be

described as a first-order approximation by a relatively simple linear law (similar to Darcy’s law for

groundwater flow).50

Numerous studies have been conducted to understand the potential environmental impacts of the

Three Gorges Dam (TGD), the largest dam in the world, since its operation beginning in 2003 has

dramatically changed the downstream hydrology and sediment delivery in the Yangtze River. Key
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factors influenced by the operation of TGD include hydrodynamics (Cai et al., 2019b), morpholog-

ical evolution (e.g., Yang et al., 2011, 2014; Lai et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2020), sediment and flow55

discharges (e.g., Chen et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018), nutrient transport (e.g., Wang et al., 2020),

river-lake interaction (e.g., Guo et al., 2012; Mei et al., 2015), and thermal dynamics (e.g., Cai et al.,

2018; Liu et al., 2018). However, due to the long distance from the TGD to the downstream estuary,

quantification of the potential impacts of the TGD (mainly due to its seasonal freshwater regulation)

on the spatial-temporal water level dynamics is a challenging task, as flow alterations are generally60

concurrent with geometric changes induced by natural and anthropogenic factors. In addition, water

level dynamics in the downstream estuary is highly sensitive to even small changes in the upstream

basin. Here, we present a simple yet powerful triple linear regression model linking the water level

variation at a daily timescale to hydrodynamics at both ends of the Yangtze River estuary (YRE).

The advantage of this regression model is that it allows a separate quantification of the contribu-65

tions made by changes in the boundary conditions and geometry, which are the two most significant

controlling factors for determining the water level dynamics. We test our regression model on the

observed water levels in the YRE to quantify the influence of the TGD on the downstream spatial-

temporal water level dynamics.

2 Study domain and datasets70

2.1 Overview of the YRE

The Yangtze River, which flows from west to east in central China, is one of the world’s most

important rivers due to its great economic and social relevance. It has a length of about 6300 km and

a basin area of about 190,000 km2 (Figure 1a). The Yangtze River basin is geographically divided

into four parts, the upper, central, lower sub-basins, and an estuary area, and has connections at75

Yichang, Jiujiang, and Datong (DT) hydrological stations (Figure 1a). Of particular concern in this

study is the impact of the TGD, the world’s largest dam, on the spatial-temporal patterns of tide-river

dynamics in the downstream estuary. It is located about 45 km upstream of Yichang (Figure 1a). The

TGD project began in 2003; by 2009, when full operation began, the total water storage capacity rose

to ∼40 km3, equivalent to 5% of the Yangtze’s annual discharge. Downstream of Datong, where the80

upstream tidal limit is located, the YRE extends 630 km to the seaward end of the South Branch.

Wuhu (WH), Maanshan (MAS), Nanjing (NJ), Zhenjiang (ZJ), Jiangyin (JY), and Tianshenggang

(TSG) are major gauging stations along the mainstream in the seaward direction (Figure 1b). The

river discharge shows distinct seasonal patterns due to the controlling effect of the Asian monsoon

on the region’s climate. For example, from 1979-2014, more than 70% of freshwater discharge at85

DT occurred during the wet season (May-October).

Apart from river flows, upstream propagating tides are also a major source of hydrodynamic

energy in the YRE, which is characterized by a meso-tide with a mean tidal range of ∼2.7 m near
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the estuary mouth. According to observations at the Gaoqiaoju tidal gauging station (1950-2012),

the average ebb tide duration (7.5 h) is longer than the averaged flood tide duration (5 h), indicating90

an irregular semidiurnal character (Zhang et al., 2012). Unlike previous studies (e.g., Qiu and Zhu,

2013; Lu et al., 2015; Alebregtse and de Swart, 2016) which focused on tidal hydrodynamics near

the estuary mouth, here, we mainly concentrate on the tide-river dynamics under the impacts of the

TGD’s seasonal regulation over the entire reach of the YRE.

2.2 Datasets95

Hydrological data for both the pre-TGD (1978-1984) and post-TGD (2003-2014) periods of water

level from six tidal gauging stations mentioned above along the estuary were collected, together

with the corresponding river discharges observed at the DT hydrological station. These data were

obtained from the Yangtze Hydrology Bureau of the People’s Republic of China. The daily aver-

aged water levels were determined by averaging the hourly values, which were interpolated from100

daily high and low water levels using shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation. All the water

levels at different gauging stations were corrected to the national mean sea level of Huanghai 1985.

The data during the period 1985-2002 was not included since most of the water level data were

not available. However, the collected data were sufficient to represent the hydrodynamic condition

before and after the TGD’s operation.105

3 Method

3.1 Triple linear regression model

In this study, we hypothesize that the water level dynamics on a daily time scale shows a regular and

predictable pattern. Thus, we propose that the daily-mean water level variation Z (at an arbitrary

location within the estuary) in response to hydrodynamics observed at both ends of the estuary can110

be described by the following triple linear regression model:

Z = Z0 + αQ + βZdown + γZup . (1)

Here, Z0 is the intercept representing a base water level which is in equilibrium with climate and

local conditions, so that the water level variation is linearly proportional to the river discharge Q

imposed at the upstream boundary, and the water levels Zdown and Zup are imposed at the seaward115

and upstream boundaries of the estuary, respectively. Here the seaward boundary should be in prin-

ciple located far from the upstream boundary with negligible river discharge influence. To explicitly

account for the dynamics of residual water level slope for the whole estuary (partially influenced

by the dynamics of river discharge debouched from upstream tributaries even if the imposed river

discharge is identical), we adopt both the upstream river discharge and water level terms in the120
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regression model. Z0, α, β and γ are linear regression coefficients that are determined from the

observed data according to a least-squares fit technique. In Equation (1), the relative importance of

variance contributions made by riverine pr and tidal pt forcing can be estimated by the following

formulas:

pr = var(αQ + γZup)/ [var(αQ + γZup)+ var(βZdown)] , (2)125

pt = var(βZdown)/ [var(αQ + γZup)+ var(βZdown)] = 1− pr , (3)

where ‘var’ denotes the variance function.

3.2 Quantifying the separate impacts due to boundary and geometry changes

In order to quantify the geometric change induced by the combined influences of both natural and

anthropogenic modifications and separate these from boundary effects (induced by the changes in130

upstream and downstream conditions, primarily due to the TGD’s freshwater regulation), the entire

study period is divided into two periods: pre-TGD and post-TGD. The data during the pre-TGD

period is used for model calibration. Subsequently, the calibrated regression coefficients were then

adopted for the same model over the post-TGD period to estimate the expected water levels if there

existed no significant geometric change induced by the construction of the TGD. Here we use the135

true observed hydrodynamics at both ends of the estuary (i.e., the discharge and water level at the

upstream end and the open-ocean water level at the seaward end).

In this manner, the total alteration of water level (induced by both the boundary changes and the

geometric alteration) in the post-TGD period relative to the pre-TGD period can be quantified as:

∆TOT = Zobs,post−TGD−Zobs,pre−TGD , (4)140

which represents the difference in observed water level for the post-TGD (Zobs,post−TGD) period

and the pre-TGD (Zobs,pre−TGD) period. This total alteration is due to two distinct effects:

1) The contribution made by changes in the boundary conditions (∆BOU), defined as the dif-

ference between the water level values simulated for the post-TGD (Zsim,post−TGD) and pre-TGD

(Zsim,pre−TGD) period:145

∆BOU = Zsim,post−TGD−Zsim,pre−TGD . (5)

2) The contribution made by changes in the geometry (∆GEO), defined as the difference between the

observed (Zobs,post−TGD) and simulated (Zsim,post−TGD) values of water level for the post-TGD

period:

5
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∆GEO = Zobs,post−TGD−Zsim,post−TGD . (6)150

Equations (4)-(6) can be combined, yielding the following expression:

∆GEO = ∆TOT −∆BOU− ε, (7)

where ε = Zsim,pre−TGD−Zobs,pre−TGD represents the model bias (i.e., mean error) between the

simulated and observed water level during the calibration period (i.e., the pre-TGD period). To

evaluate the model performance in estimating water level alterations, we require that the bias ε155

should be small when compared with ∆BOU and ∆GEO at different time scales (i.e., seasonal and

annual).

4 Results

4.1 Performance of the triple linear regression model

The proposed triple linear regression model was applied to reproduce the water level dynamics ob-160

served during both the pre-TGD and post-TGD periods (see Figure 2). For the given upstream river

discharges and water levels observed at the DT hydrological station and the water levels observed

at the TSG gauging station. The values of the three regression coefficients and the intercept were

determined by the least squares method taken between the observed and predicted daily water lev-

els. The model performance was then evaluated in terms of the value of the root mean square error165

(RMSE). It can be seen from Figure 2 that our model can satisfactorily reproduce the water level

dynamics along the YRE, with an RMSE that ranges from 0.063-0.150 m (accounting for 5%-13%

of the standard deviations of the observed water levels, see Table 1) at the five water level stations,

which leads support to our hypothesis that the response of water level dynamics to hydrodynamics

at both ends of the estuary is largely linear in the YRE. Table 1 presents the calibrated linear regres-170

sion coefficients for both study periods, where we observe a general reduction in the Z0, α and β

parameters, and an increase in the γ parameter after the construction of the TGD.

4.2 Reconstructions of spatial-temporal water level dynamics

Spatial interpolation of the triple linear regression coefficients was performed by means of piecewise

cubic Hermite interpolants (e.g., Matte et al., 2014) in order to correctly reproduce the water level175

dynamics at arbitrary locations along the estuary. Figure 3 shows the four spatially interpolated

model coefficients for the pre-TGD and post-TGD periods. Generally, a longitudinal reduction in

coefficients (e.g., Z0 and β in Figure 3a, c) in the landward direction suggests a weakening effect

of these parameters on the total variations in water levels, which corresponds to the external forcing
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from the seaward end of the estuary. On the contrary, if the coefficients are increased (e.g., α and γ180

in Figure 3b, d), this corresponds to an enhancement from the upstream end. However, we observed

an exception from the MAS to WH stations, where the coefficient α was reduced (see Figure 3b),

suggesting a switch of the effect of river discharge in the upstream part of the estuary.

Using the calibrated regression models, the spatial-temporal water level dynamics for the two

study periods can be reconstructed along the YRE for the climatological reference year (Figure185

4), which is defined by evaluating for each day of the year the average value of all measurements

available over the study period for the same day (though February 29th during leap years was not

considered). In Figure 4, we note that there is a local minimum water level slope which occurs in

the central part (between JY and ZJ) of the YRE, which shifts by approximately 30 km landward

after the TGD begins operation. Such a shift of local minimum water level slope is very likely to be190

linked to the abnormal tidal range reduction observed at the ZJ gauging station after the TGD begins

operation (Cai et al., 2019b) and this might be related to a minimum in energy flux divergence (Giese

and Jay, 1989; Jay et al., 1990), with implications for sedimentary processes.

Figure 5 shows comparisons of the longitudinal variation of the water levels and their slopes

during the four seasons. It can be observed that the most significant changes in these two parameters195

occurs in autumn and winter seasons, which correspond to a dramatic reduction in river discharge

during the wet-to-dry transition period (i.e. autumn) and slightly increased river discharge during

the dry season (i.e. winter) due to the operation of the TGD since 2003. Conversely, changes during

the spring and summer are relatively minor, which is mainly due to negligible change in the river

discharge. It should be noted that the water levels in the downstream reaches (x < 200 km) were200

slightly increased during the spring, while they are approximately constant in the upstream part.

4.3 Influence of the TGD on the spatial-temporal water level dynamics

Using Equations (4)-(7), the triple linear regression model can quantify the contributions induced by

the changes in boundary conditions (i.e., upstream freshwater and water level alterations at DT and

downstream water level alteration at TSG) and in geometry to the water level variability during the205

post-TGD period. In this study, the regression model calibrated during the pre-TGD period was suc-

cessively applied to the post-TGD period, keeping the same coefficients (i.e., Z0, α, β, γ) obtained

before. The simulated water levels were compared with the actual measurements and their differ-

ences (i.e., ∆GEO in Equation (4)) represent the alterations caused by geometric changes, which can

be attributed to the combined influences of natural and anthropogenic changes. Compared to the210

pre-TGD period, it is possible to isolate the influence on water level dynamics from the boundary

conditions impacts (i.e., ∆BOU in Equation (3)).

Table 2 presents monthly averaged and annual alterations of water levels during the post-TGD

period calculated from Equations (4)-(7) based on the observed and simulated water levels for the

pre- and post-TGD periods. It can be seen that the model bias ε is generally smaller than the cal-215
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culated ∆BOU and ∆GEO (with ε/∆BOU and ε/∆GEO being 0.8% and 0.1% at the annual scale

on average, respectively), which suggests that the impacts due to model errors on the analysis of

water level dynamics is negligible. At the annual scale, we observe that the changes in the boundary

conditions tends to increase the mean water level, while the geometric effect acts in the opposite

direction, leading to an overall reduction in water level along the YRE (except at the ZJ gauging220

station).

Figure 6 shows the intra-annual variability (in a climatological year) of water level alterations at

five gauging stations along the YRE. It is observed that the overall impacts of boundary conditions

and geometry effects can be divided into three distinct periods. From January to March, the total

alteration ∆TOT increased by approximately 0.28 m on average, while it remained more or less225

constant during May to June (increasing slightly by 0.01 m), and it generally decreases during the rest

of the year by approximately 0.54 m (see Figure 6a). Noticeably, the increase of ∆TOT from January

to March is mainly caused by changes in the boundary conditions (see Figure 6b), which is primarily

attributed to the freshwater regulation of the TGD, and leads to an increased discharge during the

dry season. Additionally, a significant decrease of ∆TOT in autumn (from September to November)230

is observed, due to the combined effects of boundary conditions and geometry. In Figure 6b, we

observe that the alterations caused by boundary condition variations ∆BOU are positive throughout

the year except for October and November, which can be primarily attributed to the operation of

the TGD, corresponding to a substantial reduction in freshwater discharge during the wet-to-dry

transitional period. Such a boundary effect is partially due to the rise of the seaward water level,235

especially during the period when freshwater discharge is reduced (see Figure 7). The water level

alteration caused by the geometric effect ∆GEO tends to increase along the channel, which is due to

the cumulative effect of mean water level in the landward direction.

We now quantify the alterations in variance contributions made by riverine (denoted by ∆pr) and

tidal (denoted by ∆pt) forcing using Equations (2) and (3) to understand the impacts of freshwa-240

ter regulation on the spatial-temporal water level dynamics. On average, it can be seen from Table

3 that the contributions made by the riverine forcing pr to the overall water level variance are in-

creased during the post-TGD period. In particular, the pr values at the JY and ZJ gauging stations

were substantially increased by 16.98% and 18.52%, respectively. Further upstream, less alteration

(ranging from 0.09%-3.75%) by the riverine forcing contributed to the overall water level variance.245

Figure 8 displays the monthly alterations of the riverine and tidal contributions, which shows two

distinct types of responses, corresponding to the tide-dominated and river-dominated regions. At the

JY gauging station where the tide dominates over the river discharge, a larger alteration in pr occurs

during the wet season, with two local maximum ∆pr values occurring in May and November, re-

spectively. Upstream from the ZJ gauging station where the river discharge dominates over the tide,250

the alteration pattern of pr is opposite to that in the tide-dominated region, with larger values occur-

ring during the dry season. It is worth noting that the local minimum water level slope highlighted
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in Figure 5 coincides with the transition between the tide-dominated and river-dominated domains.

For detailed monthly averaged variance contributions made by riverine and tidal forcing during both

the pre- and post-TGD periods, the reader can refer to Figures S1-S2 in the Supplementary Material.255

5 Conclusions

This paper has explored the alterations in spatial-temporal water level dynamics along the main

course of the YRE, with a special focus on quantifying the effects caused by the changes in bound-

ary conditions and geometry. Through the use of a triple linear regression model, we reconstructed

the spatial-temporal water level dynamics solely induced by changes in boundary conditions in the260

post-TGD period. When compared to the observed and simulated values in the pre-TGD period, it

is possible to quantify the alterations attributed to the boundary conditions and geometry via Equa-

tions (4)-(7). It was shown that the spatial-temporal alteration in water level dynamics is closely

related to the variation in freshwater discharge, which is mainly driven by the regulation of the

TGD, leading to an increased discharge during the dry season (from December to March) and a265

dramatic reduction in discharge during the wet-to-dry transitional period. Consequently, minor in-

creases (∼0.27 m) in water level are observed from January to March, while considerable decreases

(∼0.46 m) are observed from July to December. The alterations induced by the variation of bound-

ary conditions are positive throughout the year except during October and November which showed

a substantial reduction of freshwater discharge owing to the TGD’s operation. On the other hand, the270

alterations caused by geometric changes are negative, which is mainly due to the riverbed deepening

along the channel.

It is notable that the alterations in water levels induced by the geometric changes ∆GEO (mainly

caused by channel deepening) tend to increase in the landward direction (see Figure 6c). This phe-

nomenon can be primarily attributed to the constant value of local mean sea level or the ultimate base275

level that topography tends to approach due to erosion. This is illustrated by Figure 9, which shows

the adjustment of the surface elevation profile to the change in bed profile, where we can observe an

increase in the alteration of water level (i.e., ∆Z = Z1−Z0, where Z0 and Z1 represent the water

levels for the new and original surface elevation profile) along the channel.

Although the proposed triple linear regression model can satisfactorily reproduce the daily water280

level hydrodynamics along the YRE, the adopted boundary conditions at both ends of an estuary

are not fully independent since the water level dynamics at TSG gauging station are influenced by

the upstream river discharge observed at DT hydrological station, especially during the wet season

which brings substantial freshwater discharge. Such a drawback can be improved by using water

level dynamics, either observed or predicted using harmonic analysis, from an outer gauging station285

that has negligible impact from freshwater discharge. Our results here suggest that the construction

of the TGD may have impacted the morphological evolution and hence the geometry in the estuarine
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area since the sediment loads observed at DT have decreased from 470.4 million tons annually in

1951-1985 to 138.7 million tons in 2003-2015, a substantial reduction of approximately 70% (Guo

et al., 2018). However, it is difficult to separate the sediment trapping effect due to the TGD on290

geometric change from other natural and anthropogenic factors. In addition, it should be noted that

the limited data length during the pre-TGD period may impact the modeling performance. How-

ever, even when using the limited data considered here, the proposed triple linear regression model

can well reproduce the spatial-temporal water level dynamics and quantify the alterations made by

changes in boundary conditions and geometry. Such a novel approach should be particularly helpful295

for determining scientific guidelines for sustainable water resources management (e.g., dredging for

navigation, flood control, salt intrusion prevention etc.) in estuaries worldwide.
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Table 1. Calibrated linear regression coefficients for both the pre-TGD and post-TGD periods along the YRE

Stations Z0 α β γ RMSE/m Standard deviation/m

JY
Pre-TGD 0.006 2.18E-06 0.970 0.043 0.063 0.637

Post-TGD -0.106 -4.65E-06 0.901 0.091 0.0776 0.589

ZJ
Pre-TGD -0.024 2.71E-05 0.872 0.135 0.120 1.228

Post-TGD -0.131 8.53E-06 0.795 0.246 0.120 1.123

NJ
Pre-TGD -0.190 3.37E-05 0.633 0.301 0.131 1.718

Post-TGD -0.411 1.48E-05 0.628 0.397 0.145 1.541

MAS
Pre-TGD -0.188 3.45E-05 0.526 0.414 0.138 2.025

Post-TGD -0.389 2.17E-05 0.521 0.477 0.150 1.804

WH
Pre-TGD -0.243 2.62E-05 0.353 0.589 0.114 2.355

Post-TGD -0.440 1.56E-05 0.372 0.629 0.109 2.074

Table 2. Monthly averaged alteration in water level (m) attributed to changes in boundary condition (∆BOU)

and to the geometry condition (∆GEO)

Stations Change Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual

JY

∆TOT 0.11 0.19 0.12 -0.06 0.03 0.06 -0.05 -0.03 -0.11 -0.27 -0.21 -0.03 -0.02

∆BOU 0.19 0.26 0.19 -3.10E03 0.10 0.12 -0.02 1.28E-03 -0.06 -0.21 -0.13 0.03 0.04

∆GEO -0.09 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 -0.05 -0.07 -0.07 -0.06

ε 0.01 0.01 -0.01 3.25E-03 -4.78E-03 6.46E-03 -0.01 5.44E-03 -4.69E-03 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 8.67E-05

ZJ

∆TOT 0.28 0.36 0.33 -0.05 0.13 0.21 -0.03 -0.06 -0.26 -0.63 -0.39 0 -0.01

∆BOU 0.3 0.38 0.33 -0.10 0.10 0.14 -0.18 -0.19 -0.33 -0.67 -0.4 -0.03 -0.05

∆GEO 0.01 -1.10E-03 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.17 0.15 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.04

ε -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.06 0.06 0.08 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 8.84E-05

NJ

∆TOT 0.23 0.33 0.29 -0.31 -0.07 0.03 -0.34 -0.40 -0.68 -1.21 -0.82 -0.22 -0.26

∆BOU 0.37 0.46 0.45 -0.19 0.07 0.14 -0.28 -0.34 -0.57 -1.07 -0.68 -0.11 -0.15

∆GEO -0.10 -0.10 -0.15 -0.2 -0.24 -0.21 -0.03 -0.04 -0.08 -0.09 -0.12 -0.10 -0.11

ε -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 0.08 0.10 0.09 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 7.93E-05

MAS

∆TOT 0.26 0.37 0.33 -0.40 -0.13 -0.01 -0.45 -0.54 -0.86 -1.51 -1.01 -0.27 -0.35

∆BOU 0.43 0.53 0.52 -0.24 0.05 0.15 -0.34 -0.43 -0.71 -1.30 -0.84 -0.15 -0.19

∆GEO -0.12 -0.11 -0.19 -0.24 -0.29 -0.25 -0.08 -0.09 -0.13 -0.15 -0.16 -0.11 -0.16

ε -0.05 -0.05 -3.57E-03 0.08 0.1 0.09 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 -0.06 -0.01 -0.01 -2.74E-05

WH

∆TOT 0.28 0.41 0.38 -0.53 -0.24 -0.11 -0.60 -0.72 -1.09 -1.82 -1.27 -0.40 -0.48

∆BOU 0.47 0.57 0.57 -0.34 -0.01 0.12 -0.40 -0.53 -0.88 -1.60 -1.06 -0.24 -0.28

∆GEO -0.15 -0.13 -0.20 -0.25 -0.30 -0.29 -0.18 -0.18 -0.19 -0.19 -0.20 -0.15 -0.20

ε -0.04 -0.03 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.06 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -3.29E-05
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Table 3. Relative contributions made by riverine pr and tidal pt forcing for both the pre- and post-periods at

annual scale

Stations
pr (%) pt (%)

Pre-TGD Post-TGD Pre-TGD Post-TGD

JY 5.16 23.68 94.84 76.32

ZJ 52.21 69.19 47.79 30.81

NJ 86.62 90.37 13.38 9.63

MAS 93.99 95.07 6.01 4.93

WH 98.5 98.41 1.5 1.59

Figure 1. Map of the Yangtze River basin (a) and the YRE (b) displaying the observed tidal gauging stations

and hydrological station.
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Figure 2. Comparison between predicted and observed daily averaged water levels for both the pre-TGD and

post-TGD periods at different gauging stations along the YRE: (a) Jiangyin (JY), (b) Zhenjiang (ZJ), (c) Nanjing

(NJ), (d) Maanshan (MAS), (e) Wuhu (WH).
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Figure 3. Interpolated linear regression coefficients Z0 (a), α (b), β (c), γ (d) along the YRE (begins from the

Jiangyin gauging station) for both the pre-TGD and post-TGD periods.
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Figure 4. Reconstructed spatial-temporal water levels, Z, (a, c) and their slopes, S, (b, d) for the climatological

year during both the pre-TGD (a, b) and post-TGD (c, d) periods. The red lines in subplots (b) and (d) indicate

the local minimum water level slopes in the central section of the YRE (between Jiangyin and Zhenjiang).
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Figure 5. Longitudinal variability of reconstructed water level Z (a, c, e, g) and its slope S (b, d, g, h) along

the YRE (from Jiangyin to Wuhu) during four seasons (spring: a, b; summer: c, d; autumn: e, g; winter: g, h)

for the climatological year during the pre- and post-TGD periods.
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∆TOT (a), boundary condition changes ∆BOU (b), and geometric changes ∆GEO (c) at different gauging

stations along the YRE.
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Figure 7. Alterations in river discharge and water level observed at DT and TSG, respectively, during the

post-TGD period relative to the pre-TGD period over the climatological year.
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Figure 8. Alterations in variance contributions of riverine ∆pr and tidal ∆pt forcing at different gauging

stations along the YRE: (a) Jiangyin (JY), (b) Zhenjiang (ZJ), (c) Nanjing (NJ), (d) Maanshan (MAS), (e)

Wuhu (WH).
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Figure 9. Illustration of the effect of riverbed deepening on the water level dynamics along the channel.
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